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Background
The second qualification launch of Ariane-5
(A502) originally included two instrumented
platforms, Maqsat-H (the upper passenger)
and Maqsat-B (the lower passenger), built by
Kayser-Threde (D) (Fig. 1). The role of the two
mock-ups was to represent in mass and
volume typical Ariane-5 payloads, in order to
simulate a realistic launch and orbit injection.
Furthermore, they were equipped with sensors
to measure acceleration, vibration, acoustic
noise and shock at different locations during
the launch phases. Maqsat-B was to include a
specific bearing structure to launch the radio-
amateur satellite Amsat P3D.

Maqsat-H had to have a mass of 2300 kg and
a height of 5m, but most of its internal volume
was empty. Its mission would have terminated
once the data recorded on board during the
launch had been transmitted to ground, i.e.
shortly after separation from the launcher.
There was therefore space to install other
experiments which could have a longer mission
life. This consideration was discussed in the
ESA Council of 25 October 1996 and it was
decided that this opportunity should be
exploited ‘for scientific and educational
purposes’.

The APEX office (of the ESA Directorate of
Launchers) asked ESTEC whether any
experiment was readily available to take
advantage of a free flight on board A502. In a
matter of days, five interesting experiments
were proposed and offered for integration by
European universities and ESTEC itself. Four
experiments (AVS, Fipex, VTS and ODD) were
potentially available, but needed to be adapted
to the specific mission. In addition, they
required collective mechanical and electrical
integration to form a self-contained spacecraft
(the ‘TEAM’ part). The fifth experiment (namely
the Young Engineers’ Satellite – ‘YES’),
proposed by a group of ESTEC Young
Graduate Trainees (YGTs) and stagiaires, was
actually a complete and independent tethered

TEAMSAT was the first satellite delivered to orbit by the Ariane-5
launcher on its second qualification flight on 30 October 1997. The
name of this unusual project was derived from Technology, science
and Education experiments Added to Maqsat. The 350-kg satellite,
which was embedded in Ariane-5’s upper instrumented test platform
Maqsat-H, carried five experiments provided by various European
universities. 

The entire project, from the initial idea to the end-of-mission, lasted
exactly one year. The development, integration and testing were
executed at ESTEC in the record time of seven months. Spare parts
from previous projects were used to save time and reduce costs. The
fast, cheap and unusual implementation included the ‘hands-on’
involvement of young graduate trainees, to exploit the project for
educational purposes. The short but intense mission provided
excellent scientific and technological results of relevance for future
space missions.

This article provides an overview of the TEAMSAT project and explains
some peculiarities which resulted in a unique experience for all of the
participants.

The challenges related to the mechanical and electrical engineering,
the On-board Data-Handling System, and the Test and Operation
Control System are addressed by the other TEAMSAT articles in this
issue of the Bulletin.



Figure 1. Cut-away view of
Ariane-502. The payload,
from top to bottom,
consisted of two platforms,
Maqsat-H and Maqsat-B.
TEAMSAT is installed
beneath Maqsat-H 
(courtesy D. Ducros/ESA)
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satellite pair to be deployed in Geostationary
Transfer Orbit (GTO). This, in itself, was an
ambitious and challenging project because at
that time only a conceptual design of the
satellite was available, although the tether
system did exist and had already been
demonstrated in previous space flights. YES
had to be newly developed as an integral part
of TEAMSAT, taking into account that it would
eventually be ejected with its counter-mass to
become a free-flying tethered pair.

To limit the impact of the presence of
TEAMSAT, the original design of Maqsat-H was
modified to reduce the mass by 350 kg and
assign this budget to TEAMSAT. A space
suitable for a last minute integration was
identified in the Maqsat-H lower cone: a
cylindrical envelope with a diameter of less than
1m and a height of max. 75 cm was available
and accessible through the separation ring. 

The experiments
The five experiments offered by European
universities and ESTEC were:

– Autonomous Vision System (AVS) - 
Technical University of Denmark. AVS is a
star-tracker system based on a Charge
Coupled Device (CCD) camera and a central
unit that can automatically recognise specific
stars and determine the attitude of the host
spacecraft for navigational purposes. Its on-
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board memory contains the model of more
than 11 000 stars and constellations. The
AVS camera can also acquire images and
identify non-stellar objects (such as
satellites). The system had already been
flown on sounding rockets and it was in the
process of being upgraded for future
missions.

– Flux Probe Experiment (FIPEX) - University of
Stuttgart. FIPEX measures the low
concentrations of atomic oxygen up to
altitudes of 1000 kilometres. Atomic oxygen
is known for its erosion effect and
degradation of optical surfaces on
spacecraft in low Earth orbit. The perigee
passes of the GTO offered particularly
favourable altitude profiles to study this
phenomenon. FIPEX had already been flown
on the TEXUS sounding rocket. The
configuration foreseen for the TEAMSAT
mission included one electronic unit plus five
sensor units to be mounted around the
Maqsat cylinder.

– Visual Telemetry System (VTS) - MMS/
IMEC/ OIP. VTS is a new on-board visualisa-
tion technology for monitoring spacecraft
activities such as solar array deployment. It

was initially designed for Envisat and other
future ESA projects. This was its first flight
opportunity. TEAMSAT hosted an existing
engineering model consisting of three
cameras and a master unit that provided
compressed, buffered image sequences.
The VTS cameras were positioned around
the Maqsat-cone to capture image
sequences of events that occurred during
the launch phases, from the jettisoning of
the fairing to the separation of the Speltra.
Later, during the mission, the system was
reprogrammed to take images  of stars, the
Sun and the ejection of YES from TEAMSAT.

– Orbiting Debris Device (ODD) - Automation 
& Informatics Department, ESTEC. The
Maqsat-H cylindrical body was painted with
a high contrast pattern (75% white and 25%
black) to support test and calibration of
ground-based optical and radar stations in
Europe. The main goal of these systems is
to track and identify space debris. Before
becoming operational they need to be
calibrated using reference objects with well-
defined characteristics. The contrasting
paint would also allow detection of the
rotation or tumbling of Maqsat-H. 

Members of the TEAMSAT
team in Kourou, during the

early Ariane-502 launch
preparations
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on commercial technology (PC104),
provided back-up functions to the main
computer and the interface to a commercial
camera (QuickCam) for the acquisition of
images during the YES ejection. In the event,
the tether deployment had to be disabled as
a result of the Space Debris Committee
decision of June 1997, as explained later.

The constraints
The main purpose of A502 remained the
qualification of the launcher, so the advantages
of a free flight were counterbalanced by the
constraints imposed by the qualification launch.
TEAMSAT had no influence on launch dates
and times. The main consequences of this
were a very tight development schedule and an
unexpectedly long launch campaign. 

At the beginning of the project, the Ariane-502
launch was planned for 15 April 1997, which
would have left only 10 working weeks to
develop the entire system. This is normally the
time that is needed to select the industrial
partner to perform the work. Furthermore, as
the TEAMSAT project had not been planned, it
was difficult to organise resources in such a
short time.

The presence of TEAMSAT could not endanger
nor interfere, in any way, with the A502 launch.
It was decided that TEAMSAT could not have
any direct mechanical contact with the
launcher, or electrical interface with either the
launcher or with Maqsat. From the mechanical
point of view, the solution was to design a box
providing guaranteed containment of all internal
parts under the most severe launch conditions.
The potential weak point was the YES release
system. This had to be designed to meet the
highest safety requirements, in particular with
regard to the pyro-cutter circuits and the bolts
holding the lid (and YES) to the box. Electrically
it meant that, once on the launcher, YES had to
be dormant (not powered) to avoid accidental
firing of the pyros due to commands or faults,
no matter how they occurred. Furthermore, no
RF transmission and no live connection outside
the TEAMSAT box were allowed until after
Maqsat separation when the launch operations
were terminated. The only signal available to
TEAMSAT was given by a separation switch
that would open when Maqsat-H separated
from the launcher. This signal was used to
‘wake-up’ YES and to re-synchronise the other
experiments. Unfortunately, other events which
occurred before separation, such as the fairing
jettisoning, could not be adequately monitored
by the VTS cameras because of this lack of
synchronisation between the launcher and
TEAMSAT. Other safety aspects included the
integrity and reliability of the batteries.

Additionally, surface paint degradation will
be observed and  studied in the coming
years.

– Young Engineers’ Satellite (YES) - Technical 
University (TU) of Delft. YES is a free-flying
sub-satellite that was intended to deploy a
35-km tether attached to an inert counter-
mass (known as TORI), to study the
dynamics of tethered satellites. The idea was
based on the thesis work of two students at
TU-Delft. It was designed, assembled and
integrated in record time by young
graduates and stagiaires at ESTEC with the
support and assistance of ESTEC staff. A
GPS receiver was installed to evaluate the
use of GPS for navigation, especially above
the GPS satellite constellation, and provide
more information on tether dynamics. YES
also contained technology validation
experiments for measuring radiation,
acceleration and the solar angle. An on-
board main computer controlled the tether
experiment and the other on-board
instruments. This computer, known as
‘JORIS’ was entirely designed, assembled
and programmed by stagiaires as part 
of their work/study programme at
ESTEC. A second computer, based 
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TEAMSAT underwent and passed four safety
reviews.

To avoid the impact of a possible TEAMSAT
late delivery, the Launcher Authority requested
the production of a ‘dummy’ model
mechanically representative of the spacecraft.
After the qualification programme, it could have
been used for launch should the flight model
not be completed on time. This actually
happened for Amsat P3D,  which could not be
readied on time and was replaced at the last
moment by an equivalent 550-kg ballast mass
in Maqsat-B.

The only viable solution was to make it an in-
house project and utilise the available trainee
workforce (Fig. 2) under the supervision of
ESTEC specialists. For all the contractual
activities and to adapt the experiments, ESA
allocated 600 kECU from the General Studies
budget. This amount corresponds to less than
1/10th of the cost of a small satellite. 

Those involved were very creative in finding
unused or spare equipment. Several parts
could be used (free of charge) from previous
projects since they always have spare critical
parts or engineering models for test purposes.
At the end of a mission, these parts are
generally considered obsolete or too risky to be
reused for subsequent missions. But for us,
this was the only choice and we decided to
take the risk and the equipment!

After a good dusting off and testing, the
following equipment was considered
flightworthy:

– three  Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd) batteries,
manufactured in 1983 for ECS-2 and
preserved for several years at –8°C

– two transponders from Olympus and Eureca
– the pyrotechnic devices to release the lid

and eject YES, from the ERS programme
(their quality was not in question)

– other small components, such as relays,
connectors, cables (these items had to be
adapted to suit specific purposes and
interfaces).

Part of the ground equipment and software
was also re-used and adapted:

– the Checkout Terminal Equipment (COTE),
including battery conditioning, from the
Cluster mission

– the in-orbit Mission Control System based
on ESOC’s SCOS-II.

The experiments were generally available from
previous developments or missions and the
Principal Investigators (PIs) were eager to
exploit or to test them in a GTO orbit. The
project offered them a financial contribution to
adapt the mechanical and electrical interfaces
and, of course, the complete integration,
testing, ground infrastructure and operations. 

Equipment that was not so readily available had
to be procured or developed. Fortunately, some
of the industrial partners and the ESTEC
research laboratories were glad to provide their
state-of-the-art developments or research items
in exchange for a unique opportunity to test,
demonstrate and/or validate their equipment in
a real mission. This was the case for: 

The TEAMSAT flight model had already been
qualified when the international Steering
Committee for Space Debris gave its no-go
decision on the deployment of the YES
mission’s 35-km long tether.  The risk of its
remaining too long in the Ariane-5 GTO before
re-entering the atmosphere was judged too
high. This risk was further increased by the
mandatory morning launch (A502 baseline)
which meant a less favourable effect of  solar
pressure on the tether re-entry.

The approach
The tight schedule and the other constraints
did not permit a conventional approach. Since
the project was a last-minute flight opportunity
not foreseen in any budgets, there was little
money available for parts, equipment and
manpower. 

Figure 2. Two stagiaires
installing the electrical
harness on the TEAMSAT
Flight Model at ESTEC
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ejection mechanism for YES. Two identical
‘boxes’ were produced: one to contain the StM
and one for the PFM. 

ESTEC facilities were used to test the satellite,
in particular the 70 kN ‘shaker’ which exposed
first the StM (Jan.1997) and then the PFM 
(May 1997) to the vibration conditions to be
experienced by the system during launch (Fig.
3). Due to budget and time limitations, the
testing performed was reduced to a minimum.
For instance, it was decided not to perform any
thermal/vacuum testing at system level. The
results of the tools for thermal modelling were
considered sufficient. One of the ESTEC

– the Data-Handling Systems in which
recently developed chipsets were used to
design and build the telemetry (TM) and
telecommand (TC) systems for both
spacecraft

– the TM and TC ground equipment loaned
by the development companies

– the S-band antennas: three pairs were
procured for testing and to establish the
best combination. Two European industries
offered their latest developments against
some cost reimbursement and the results of
the tests and in-orbit behaviours. The third
pair (cross-dipole type) was designed, built
and donated by one of the radio amateurs of
the AMSAT organisation.

Another cost-saving factor was the
simplification of the system and related internal
and external interfaces, and of the mission.
Compatible with the objectives of the
experiments, the mission was planned to last
approximately five days to limit operating costs.
This was consistent with the available battery
power source without using solar arrays. 

The real key to the success of TEAMSAT was
the human factor: the enthusiasm and the
motivation of many young engineers and the
experience, dedication and hard work of ESA
staff and technicians. This work force even
included some retired ESA staff members who
‘came back’ to share their expertise with the
new generation of engineers. There was a level
of ‘hands-on’ involvement not seen at ESTEC
since the time of sounding rockets!

The implementation
The design and development of the system and
of the operations had to be simple. Fortunately,
all the experiment objectives were compatible
with GTO and with the attitude provided by the
launcher, and hence it was decided to avoid the
implementation of an Attitude and Orbit Control
System. On-board thermal control was
reduced to the minimum: no active system was
implemented, only passive thermal protection.
Special thermal materials were applied on each
electronic device.

The model philosophy adopted included the
development of a Structural Model (StM) and 
a Proto-Flight Model (PFM). The StM was the
representative model used for mechanical
qualification of TEAMSAT and of the 
Maqsat-H/TEAMSAT composite. It then
became the ‘dummy’ requested to ballast
Maqsat, should the PFM not be delivered on
time. A closed aluminium box of octagonal
form (755 mm high and with a maximum
diameter of 944 mm) was designed to integrate
the electrical system, the experiments and the

laboratories was adapted and equipped as an
integration and test hall. The same area was
later rearranged as the Experiment Control
Centre (ECC). In both cases nearly all of the
equipment was borrowed and subsequently
returned, so the actual cost to the project was
insignificant. The facilities for the system
mechanical and electrical integration and
testing, and experiment flight operations were
provided by ESTEC with the involvement of the
YGT’s for the software customisation.

The design and manufacturing of the various
subsystems were highly interrelated, e.g. the
basic mechanical structure was designed and
then adapted to accommodate the installation
of the thermal protection and of the electrical
harness. Ad-hoc solutions were found using a
concurrent engineering approach and

Figure 3. TEAMSAT Proto-
Flight Model on the 70 kN
shaker in the ESTEC
vibration testing facility
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Figure 4. Integration of
TEAMSAT into the lower
cone of Maqsat-H in Kourou 

documentation was kept to a minimum. These
were natural consequences of having an
integrated team in which each member could
directly follow the evolution of the total design
and its implementation. 

The most demanding experiment was YES, for
which only a conceptual design existed at the
beginning of the project. Particular care had to
be devoted to the design of the ejection
mechanism. The bolts holding the lid to the box
had to be strong enough to withstand the static
and dynamic loads of YES and of the ejection
springs during launch, whilst still being ‘easy’ to
cut for the pyro-cutters at the moment of
ejection. The thrust for the ejection was
provided by four springs compressed inside the
box.

The mechanical design and manufacture was
performed in the ESTEC Mechanical
Workshop, relying heavily on the years of
experience and workmanship of the ESA
technicians and engineers. The participation of
the experiment PIs in the development effort at
ESTEC included the delivery and acceptance
testing of their equipment (flight and ground) by
the project (Feb. 1997) followed, a few weeks
later, by participation in the Integrated System
Test.

At the end of June 1997, the flight and ground
systems were ready for shipment to the launch
site. On 15 July, the TEAMSAT launch
campaign was officially started. The experiment
sensors and the antennae for TEAM were
installed externally around the Maqsat-H cone.
The Maqsat cone was covered with large strips
of reflective aluminised kapton tape. YES was
covered with a thermal blanket to protect it
after ejection. Finally the TEAMSAT PFM with its
on-board experiments was interchanged with
the dummy and mated to Maqsat (Fig. 4). From
this point on no further internal hardware
intervention was possible.

The launch and operations
The main mission operations were conducted
from a dedicated Mission Control Centre (MCC)
at ESOC and in close co-operation with the
ECC in ESTEC. Two ground stations ensured
the link to the two spacecraft: Perth (Australia)
and Kourou. Communication links were
established between the European sites, MCC
and ECC, with the EGSE in Kourou. This
allowed the mission control team, the sub-
system specialists and the PIs to monitor, and
in some cases (e.g. for the final boost charge of
the batteries) to interact directly with the
spacecraft and the experiments in preparation
for the launch.  Due to the limited travel budget
(further restricted by two previous interruptions
in the A502 launch campaign), only two
TEAMSAT engineers travelled back to Kourou
for the actual launch at the end of October
1997. Generous support was provided on the
launch site by the APEX office.

The final countdown for Ariane-502 started
during the night of 29 October, nine hours
before the nominal lift-off time. Everything
remained nominal for TEAMSAT and the
procedures ran smoothly throughout the
countdown including the recycling due to the
launch hold. Eight minutes before ignition, the
external power supply was disconnected and
the last telecommand was sent to VTS to
initialise its internal time-line in order to take
pictures of the fairing ejection.
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Figure 5. Artist’s impression
of YES ejectionResults achieved

– AVS (Autonomous Vision System) 
The on-board CCD camera took pictures
from various positions in orbit and
automatically recognised star constellations
and non-stellar objects (Fig. 6). In particular,
this system was actively used from the initial
phases of the mission to determine the (non-
nominal) attitude and orbit of the spacecraft
to a very high degree of accuracy. The AVS
has confirmed its high potential as a star-
tracker. This has enhanced its position as a
navigation instrument for future spacecraft. It
will be used by the NASA Pluto-Kuiper
Express mission  as the primary pointing
instrument during its interplanetary mission.

The Ariane-502 Vulcain engine ignition (H0)
sequence began at 13h 43min 08s (UT). The
actual lift-off occurred 7.5 s later. 

At H0 + 1690 s (some 28 min later), Maqsat-H
carrying TEAMSAT was released into GTO. Due
to the launcher roll anomaly, not all of the
injection parameters were as expected:
– perigee altitude: 525 km instead of 581 km
– apogee altitude: 27 000 km instead of 36 000 km
– inclination: 7.76o as specified
– spin rate: almost zero instead of 0.5 rpm.

Due to the off-nominal orbit, Mission Control
and Ground Station staff had to exercise
emergency search and command procedures
to acquire and lock onto TEAM over the Perth
ground station. This delayed the down-linking
of the VTS camera data and activation of the
experiments by a few minutes. 

The major consequences were that the new
orbit had a period of 7h 40min instead of 
10h 30min. As the experiment activation and
operation periods depended on the spacecraft
orbital position, the mission had to run faster!
The mission timeline had to be replanned
immediately, and extensive ranging had to 
be performed to establish the new orbital
parameters and station tracking elements. 
With no spin stabilisation and varying spacecraft
attitude, telemetry acquisition was not always
possible and, when acquired, the signal level
often dropped to a level where data was lost. By
tuning the space and ground segment
operations, it was possible to optimise the
experiment operations and the mission data.

The mission was rescued but with heavy
consequences on the power and thermal
conditions. The external thermal protection, for
instance, had been designed for a different
attitude, resulting in internal temperatures
dropping more quickly than expected.
Nevertheless, this confirmed the predictions of
the mathematical models. During the following
3 days of operations, the spacecraft provided a
wealth of exciting data.

The ejection of YES (Fig. 5) was performed
during the 8th orbit after the apogee pass on 
2 November, 0:22:24 UT. The ejection speed
was calculated as 1.7 m/sec. Unfortunately, at
the time of ejection, the link to YES had already
been lost and so the event could not be
monitored as expected.

The TEAMSAT mission ended on 2 November,
at 10:30am EST when, after 3 days of intensive
operation, the energy in the batteries had been
consumed. 

Figure 6. The AVS on-board
camera automatically
recognised star
constellations and non-
stellar objects (the object in
the centre appears very
bright due to its closeness)



Figure 8. This image
sequence, taken by one of
the VTS cameras 19, 29 and
64 seconds after separation
of Maqsat-H/TEAMSAT from
the launcher, shows the
(Ariane) Speltra
encapsulating Maqsat-B
and, in the background, the
African continent some 
600 km below
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Figure 7. The FIPEX
configuration for TEAMSAT
included the electronic unit
(right) and the atomic
oxygen sensor units (left).
Five of these sensors
mounted around the Maqsat
cylinder measured the
atomic oxygen
concentration at different
orbital altitudes

– FIPEX (Flux Probe Experiment)
FIPEX (Fig. 7) achieved its objective of
measuring the concentration of atomic
oxygen at different orbital altitudes. The five
sensors acquired excellent data during five
perigee passes and even one apogee pass
(used for calibration purposes). The GTO
enabled FIPEX to obtain an atomic-oxygen
concentration vs. altitude profile which will
be of great value in the prediction of
oxidation effects (e.g. degradation of optical
surfaces) for future missions. The preliminary

results can be found on the
ESTEC/TEAMSAT web site (http://www
.estec.esa.nl/teamsat/). The scientific results
will appear in various publications of the IRS
University of Stuttgart. FIPEX has been
planned to be one of the instruments for the
International Space Station (ISS).

– VTS (Visual Telemetry System)
The images acquired were spectacular,
particularly the sequence of the
Speltra separating from TEAMSAT  with  the

Earth in the background
(Fig. 8). The mission
confirmed the validity of
the system and provided
technical information with
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which to improve the VTS cameras and on-
board software. The VTS  images acquired
during launch contained details useful for the
Ariane-5 qualification  analysis.  Upgraded
VTS camera modules will be used on future
missions, such as XMM, and possibly
Integral and Cluster-II. VTS has been
confirmed to fly on PROBA. 

– Orbiting Debris Device (ODD)
This experiment is actually still in progress. A
few days after launch the ground-based
optical and radar instruments of various
institutes detected, tracked and took
pictures of four objects in GTO (Figs. 9a-c).
Thanks to their reflection patterns they could
be recognised as: Maqsat-H/TEAMSAT,
YES, the A502 Speltra and the A502 upper
stage with Maqsat-B. The observations will
continue throughout the coming years and
will allow the calibration of these ground
based instruments for the observation of
other objects in space whose sizes and
reflectivity are not known. The observations
and measurements will also provide
information about the degradation of paint
and other materials in space.

– Young Engineers’ Satellite (YES)
The ultimate goal of YES – to study the
special and unexplored behaviour of a
tethered system in a highly elliptical orbit –
was not achieved due to the Space Debris
Committee decision. However, the mission

was executed as if it had been
nominal in order to qualify the system
and as a rehearsal to gain
experience for a possible future flight
opportunity. YES was actually
ejected (as authorised by the
Committee) but the tether was not

(a)

(b)

Figures 9a-c. Illustrate the ODD experiment (courtesy University of Bern). Figure 9a
shows the tracking of YES and Maqsat-H performed by the 1 m Zimmerwald
telescope. The photo was taken from a distance of more than 20 000 km on 
3 November 1997 (22:30 UT). The two stars appear blurred because they move more
slowly than the tracked objects YES and Maqsat-H, which could be recognised
thanks to their refectivity patterns shown in Figures 9b and 9c, respectively.

(c)
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deployed and the counter-balance mass
remained mated to TEAMSAT. Despite these
restrictions, the mission provided many useful
and interesting results (see http://www.delta-
utec.demon.nl) and, above all, served the
purpose of training several young engineers. The
success of the YES mission was enhanced by
the excellent performances of other on-board
experiments and instruments: the new
technology Scintillating Fibre Detector, the GPS
and the Sun-sensors.

From a technological point of view, TEAMSAT
provided a first in-flight demonstration of such
newly-developed items as:

– VTS and AVS: two important instruments
with great potential for future missions

– fully asynchronous ESA/CCSDS standard
packet telemetry (TM) using the recently
developed ESA chipset for TM transfer
frame generation

– dynamic TM bandwidth allocation concept
implemented without the use of an on-board
computer 

– first-time reception of GPS signals above the
GPS satellite constellation (~6000 km) 

– first flight of new scintillating fibre
detectors, together with other types for
comparative evaluation

– investigation of three different S-band
antenna technologies in combination with
performance prediction:
• quadrifilar helix antenna, for links in the

bands 100 MHz to 3 GHz to be flown on
Metop

• micro-strip (double tuned) patch
• cross-dipole.

Last, but not least, TEAMSAT contributed
significantly to the knowledge gained during the
A502 qualification flight.

The educational achievements
TEAMSAT enabled Young Graduate Trainees
(YGT’s) and Spanish Trainees at ESTEC to gain
valuable experience in designing, building and
integrating a satellite and its payload.  In total,
43 young engineers from these schemes, as
well as stagiaires from Dutch universities and
schools, were involved at various stages during
the project. Considerable spare-time effort was
required from ESTEC and ESOC staff to guide
them.

TEAMSAT: the major events

Event Place Date
ESA Council decision ESA/HQ - Paris 25 October 96

Experiment proposals for Ariane-502 (APEX) ESTEC 30 October 96

Financial support granted ESA/HQ - Paris 4 November 96

Kick-off (750 kECU available) ESTEC 15 November 96

DG decision for TEAMSAT on A502 ESA/HQ - Paris 28 November 96

TEAMSAT/Maqsat-interface meeting CNES (Evry) 14 January 97

Internal oritical design review ESTEC 16 January 97

Mid-term review ESTEC 24 January 97

Structural model (Dummy) vibration test ESTEC 29-31 January 97

Experiment delivery and acceptance testing ESTEC February 97

TEAMSAT/Maqsat-fit-check IABG – Munich 24-25 March 97

TEAMSAT/Maqsat-composite vibr. test IABG – Munich May 97

TEAMSAT flight-model qualification ESTEC 30 May 97

Flight Readiness Review CNES – Evry (F) 5-7 June 97

Space Debris Steering Committee – YES review ESA/HQ – Paris 11 June 97

Delivery acceptance (pre-shipment) review ESTEC 20 June 97

Sensors shock test Dassault Av. (F) 10-11 July 97

Shipment flight and ground systems to Kourou ESTEC 12 July 97

Start TEAMSAT launch campaign Kourou 15 July 97

Integration into Maqsat-H Kourou 25 July 97

Launch campaign interruption (1st) Kourou 3 August 97

TEAM/YES Mission Operation meeting ESTEC 20 August 97

POC Kourou 9 September 97

Launch campaign interruption (2nd) Kourou 29 September 97

Launch Readiness Review Kourou 27-28 Oct. 97

Ariane-502 launch Kourou 30 October 97

TEAMSAT End-of-Mission ESOC 3 November 97
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TEAMSAT is indebted to the Ariane-5
programme for the flight opportunity.

Additional information, including an animated
sequence of photographs taken during the
mission by the on-board cameras, can be
found on the ESTEC/TEAMSAT web site at: 

http://www.estec.esa.nl/teamsat/

Information relating to YES and to the tether
experiment can be found on the Delta-Utec
home page at:

http://www.delta-utec.demon.nl         r

TEAMSAT combined the experience of the ‘old’
with the enthusiasm of the ‘young’, creating the
link for a natural transfer of know-how. The
validity of such training was further confirmed
by the fact that various European space
companies have since made job offers to many
of the young engineers. 

Following the TEAMSAT experience, the two
PIs of the YES/Tether experiment have started
their own company (called Delta-Utec) in
Holland, acting as consultants for small space
missions and tethered systems. 

Conclusions
TEAMSAT largely achieved the scientific,
technological and educational objectives set for
it, often matching the most optimistic expectations,
in a very effective ‘faster, cheaper’ manner.
From the educational point of view, TEAMSAT
represented a unique ‘hands-on’, ‘end-to-end’
experience for many YGTs, trainees and
stagiaires. It also provided a flight opportunity
for several ESA technologies developed in-
house and under industrial contracts.
TEAMSAT also gave several  universities the
opportunity to fly  experiments at very low cost. 

From the operations and ground segment
points of view also, TEAMSAT was a successful
experience. In spite of its injection into a non-
nominal orbit, the mission was fully recovered
thanks to the professional intervention of the
ESOC and Ground Station personnel.

On the project management side, the lack of
contractual or political pressure, coupled with
the short chain of command and the highly
integrated team, enabled fundamental
decisions to be made very quickly. The instant
access to the unique pool of expertise available
within ESA was a key factor in the project’s
success.


